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Rome, March 19th, 2011

Dear Editor, we are resubmitting out paper entitled:

RE: manuscript: MS: 1195715970434904
Title: DURATION OF VIRAL SHEDDING IN HOSPITALIZED PATIENTS INFECTED WITH PANDEMIC H1N1

Thank you for the good news about our manuscript.

The requested changes:
p. 12, line 9, change "rush" to "rash"
p. 12, line 17, delete the word "left"
p. 25, line 2, change "patients" to "patient"

have been performed. In addition, we checked the overall format, to comply with the journal style.

We are sending again the revised paper, with the modification marked in red colour.

Best regards

The corresponding author

Dr. Maria R. Capobianchi
The National Institute for Infectious Diseases “L. Spallanzani”
Via Portuense 292 00149 Rome, Italy
Tel +39-0655170434 Fax +39-065594555
e-mail: maria.capobianchi@inmi.it